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We feature some of the brightest and up-and-
coming scientists in Singapore’s Research, 

Innovation and Enterprise ecosystem.

BUILDING HIGH-TECH SMALL SATELLITES The first in Singapore, a new space consortium 
will build an advanced small satellite – the size of a 
mini refrigerator and weighing 100kg – that will fly 
very close to earth to trial new technologies and 
test the emerging space of flying satellites at low 
altitudes. Since the satellite will be half the distance 
from earth compared with a conventional one, its 
remote sensing abilities will double. For example, 
it can capture images of the damage caused by 
natural disasters at a higher resolution, for instance. 
Led by Nanyang Technological University (NTU), the 
consortium includes NTU’s Satellite Research Centre, 
Temasek Laboratories at the National University 
of Singapore (NUS) and NTU, and local satellite 
technology companies. The satellite will be built and 
launched into space in 2025.

EXPANDING ACCESS TO CANCER DRUGSResearchers from the Singapore University of 
Technology and Design (SUTD) have developed a 
microsize-gap multiple-shot electroporation (M2E) 
device that could improve the effectiveness of 
delivering cancer drugs at a lower cost, globally. A 
way to enhance prospects for cancer drug delivery 
may be through ‘electroporation’. It applies very 
weak electric pulses to cells, which temporarily open 
holes in their membranes. The cancer medicines 
can be sent in through these holes. The application 
of electroporation together with cancer drugs could 
enhance both drug effectiveness and accessibility. 
The device allows cancer cells to show a time window 
for the uptake of molecules of two hours, which is 
400 per cent larger than conventional electroporation 
systems. Furthermore, it is reusable. The researchers 
suggest that the M2E system could work with 
associated drugs for treating Covid-19 as well.
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NATIONWIDE TRIALS FOR QUANTUM TECH Singapore’s Quantum Engineering Programme 
will start conducting nationwide trials of quantum-
safe communication technologies that promise 
robust network security for critical infrastructure 
and companies handling sensitive data. Supported 
by the National Research Foundation, Singapore 
(NRF), the project kicks off with 15 private and 
government collaborators on board. Quantum-safe 
communication technologies are designed to counter 
the threat of quantum computing with specialised 
hardware and new cryptographic algorithms. The 
new National Quantum-Safe Network will deploy 
commercial technologies for trials with government 
agencies and private companies, conduct in-
depth evaluation of security systems, and develop 
guidelines to support companies in adopting such 
technologies.

WIRELESS LOCALISATION SOLUTIONThe Agency for Science, Technology and Research 
(A*STAR) and local start-up I.O.T. Workz Pte. Ltd will 
jointly develop and produce an asset tracking and 
localisation system. It can be adopted for indoor 
and outdoor applications based on a wirelessly-
powered sensor network. The system was tested 
at Khoo Teck Puat Hospital (KTPH) since April 2021, 
automatically tracking the physical location of 
hospitals’ wheelchairs, which typically range in the 
hundreds per hospital. The data is then presented 
on a mobile app for easy monitoring. The asset 
tracking system includes a Radio Frequency energy-
harvesting interface to recharge the battery, a 
power management unit, and ZigBee System-on-a-
Chip to support data connectivity. Other potential 
applications include industrial IoT, smart buildings 
and environmental monitoring.
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A NEW TOOL FOR DRUG DISCOVERY A key technical challenge in creating new sulphur-
based medicines has been overcome by scientists 
at NTU, leading to the prospect of many new 
therapeutic ‘weapons’ in the fight against disease 
and illness. Every successful drug has a part of 
it that physically fits into the exact biochemical 
pathway it is trying to disrupt. This part of the drug 
is known as a ‘pharmacophore’ and generating new 
ones is a key goal in drug discovery. Sulphur-based 
pharmacophores are highly versatile and seen as very 
promising to drug developers but are rare due to the 
challenges of synthesising them. NTU’s new method 
enables the generation of sulphur pharmacophores 
using a catalyst specially developed by the scientists 
themselves, known as pentanidium. Their method 
could be used to synthesise a broad range of new 
pharmacophores that could be paired with different 
types of molecules to form new drugs.

NEXT-GENERATION VIDEO DISPLAYSOne of the key components behind next-
generation high-resolution video displays will 
be optical nanoantennas. Novel materials with 
tuneable properties are required to exploit optical 
nanoantennas in high-resolution videos. Researchers 
from SUTD and A*STAR designed and demonstrated 
the use of chalcogenide nanostructures. The 
technology relies on phase change materials, which 
are typically used in data storage devices. The 
research team used an Earth-abundant material 
called ‘antimony trisulphide’ which has optical 
properties that can be switched at a high speed to 
create tuneable vivid colours. While this work paves 
the way towards high-resolution colour displays, 
holographic displays and miniature LiDAR scanning 
systems, the findings can be extended to other 
programmable photonics applications.
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When Ms Regine Tiong was an undergraduate 
student in Nanyang Technological University’s (NTU) 
Asian School of the Environment, an email about 
the National Research Foundation’s Marine Science 
Research and Development Programme (MSRDP) 
changed her life. 

“At the time, I was interested in marine ecology, but 
didn’t know what I wanted to specialise in,” shared 
the 25-year-old. 

Supported by NRF Singapore, the five-year, $25 
million MSRDP enabled researchers to initiate 
projects in different areas of marine science.

Through the programme, Ms Tiong spent a month 
in Northern Cyprus in 2019 with the Society for the 
Protection of Turtles, researching on nesting green 
and loggerhead turtles. The experience ignited an 
ongoing appreciation and love of all kinds of turtles. 

Today, she is a doctoral candidate at the Singapore 
Centre for Environmental Life Sciences Engineering 
(SCELSE) at NTU, where she studies hawksbill turtles 
in Singapore.

Shell-tering the critically endangered

The hawksbill sea turtle (Eretmochelys imbricata) is 
a critically endangered sea turtle that inhabits the 
tropical and sub-tropical waters of all of the world’s 
major oceans, predominantly in coral reefs.

They feed mainly on sponges by using their narrow 
pointed beaks to extract them from crevices on the 
reef, but also eat sea anemones and jellyfish.

Sea turtles are the living representatives of a group 
of reptiles that has existed on Earth and travelled 
our seas for the last 100 million years. They are a 

FEATURE

fundamental link in marine ecosystems and help 
maintain the health of coral reefs and sea grass beds.

The endangered species is one of only two turtle 
species native to Singapore.

She said that her participation in the MSRDP made 
her appreciate the rigors of fieldwork for sea turtle 
research. 

A PASSION FOR SAVING 
SEA TURTLES
NTU PhD student Regine Tiong shares how 
her experience in the Marine Science 
Research and Development Programme 
inspired her hawksbill turtle research.

Green turtles only breed every three to four years, making these 75-200 eggs so 
precious! Regine sharing this moment with this beautiful creature.
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“When I was in Northern Cyprus, during the day, we 
looked for green and loggerhead turtles’ nests on the 
beach by tracing the turtles’ tracks,” she recalled.

“We protected the nests against predators by using 
wire grids. If the nests were too close to the waterline, 
we moved the nests higher up to prevent the eggs 
from drowning.”

During the night, she and her teammates walked 
along beaches to search for nesting female turtles as 
they came up to lay their eggs. 

She said, “Without disturbing their nesting process, 
we collected their measurements and biological 
samples.” 

“We also tagged them with identifying flipper tags 
and put the wire grids around their nests after they 
completed their nesting process.”

Turtley cool research

For her research at SCELSE, she splits her time 
between fieldwork and laboratory analyses. 

“Out in the field, I collect samples from hatched nests 
that comprise of dead hawksbill turtle eggs and 
hatchlings, and then I go back to the laboratory to 
process the samples and analyse their genetic data,” 
she said.

She aims to produce the first hawksbill turtle 
reference genome, and shed more light on the 
nesting hawksbill turtles in Singapore and within 
the Indo-Pacific region through genetic and genomic 
research, with the support of Mandai Nature.

“We have found only three maternal lineages 
contributing to Singapore’s nesting hawksbill 
turtle population so far, which suggests that the 
population’s genetic diversity is quite small,” she said. 

“This lowers their ability to recover from 
environmental and genetic changes.”

She added: “I plan to collect samples overseas and 
understand the turtles’ genetic makeup in the Indo-
Pacific region. When we compare the genomes, 
we can see whether they are all part of the same 
population, or are isolated populations.”

“I hope that my research can be useful in efforts 
to conserve the hawksbill turtles in Singapore and 
within Southeast Asia.”

MSRDP was launched in collaboration with NUS, 
working closely with NTU and A*STAR. It focused 

Eggshells! All prepped and ready for sequencing at SCELSE in aid of conserving the endangered Hawksbill turtles.

Hawksbill turtles play a key role in the function of marine ecosystems.

on four major themes of Marine Ecosystems and 
Biodiversity, Environment Impact and Monitoring, 
Coastal Ecological Engineering, as well as an enabling 
technology theme of Marine Technology and 
Platforms.

When the MSRDP concluded in 2021, it had funded 
33 initiatives, with research projects on horseshoe 
crabs, coral reefs, the marine microbial world and 
other subjects.

About SCELSE

SCELSE is a unique interdisciplinary Research Centre 
of Excellence (RCE), funded by NRF, Singapore 
Ministry of Education, NTU and NUS. 

Hosted by NTU in partnership with NUS, SCELSE 
is linking new insights from the life sciences with 
expertise from the emerging technologies in 
engineering and natural sciences to understand, 
harness and control microbial biofilm communities 
and microbiomes. 

The union of these fields has established a new 
discipline of environmental life sciences engineering 
(ELSE).
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FEATURE

A DECADE OF FOSTERING
YOUNG SCIENTISTS

With topics ranging from start-up opportunities for young 
scientists to  preparing for the next pandemic, the 

2022 Global Young Scientists Summit (GYSS) marked its 
10th anniversary with an exciting array of plenary lectures 

and panel discussions by eminent scientists.

Over five days, 21 luminaries and Nobel Laureates 
converged at the GYSS 2022 and engaged over 800 young 
researchers from 40 countries, touching on various fields 

of science, mathematics, technology, and engineering.



Many young researchers who attended the Summit 
have become notable scientists. Ten of them delved 
into their memories of the GYSS for the publication 
too, including how it inspired them in their science 
and research careers.

Dr Andy Tay, Presidential Young Professor (Assistant 
Professor) at the National University of Singapore’s 
Department of Biomedical Engineering, recalled how 
Nobel Laureates who gave talks at the GYSS 2016 
spoke about rejections in their careers, and how they 
persevered to achieve their breakthroughs.

“Whenever I meet with challenges in my experiments 
or manuscript or grant submissions, I remind myself 
of their stories, and motivate myself to continue 
working on impactful research projects,” he said. 

As part of the celebrations, an anniversary dinner 
was held on the Summit’s first day too. At the event, 
DPM Heng presented former President of Singapore 
Dr Tony Tan, who conceived of the GYSS and is its 
patron, with the commemorative publication.

Dr Tan said in a speech: “I am heartened by the 
progress that GYSS has made in exciting public 
interest in science since its inaugural edition. When it 
started in 2013, it had 260 participants. This year, we 
had over 1,600 people register for the Summit.”

Lighting up the stage at GYSS 2022

Those who joined the GYSS 2022 were treated to five 
days of plenary lectures, panel discussions and more. 
These featured a constellation of scientific superstars 
as speakers. The 21 speakers ran the gamut from 
Nobel Laureates and Fields Medallists, to Millennium 
Technology Prize, Turing Award and IEEE Medal of 
Honour recipients.

Four were taking the GYSS stage for the first time. 
Prof Benjamin List won the Nobel Prize in Chemistry 
in 2021 for developing asymmetric organocatalysis, 
while Prof Stefan Hell received the Nobel Prize in 
Chemistry in 2014 for pioneering a super-resolved 
fluorescent microscopy technique. 

The other two were Prof Barry Marshall, recipient 

“The GYSS is an important initiative to foster global 
partnership.”

A landmark in the making

With a decade of the GYSS to celebrate, the 
National Research Foundation, Singapore (NRF), 
which organises the event, marked the occasion 
by launching a commemorative publication titled 
“Where Great Minds Meet: 10 Years of the Global 
Young Scientists Summit”. 

It tells the story of the Summit’s journey from just a 
nascent idea to an unmissable, renowned gathering, 
charting its evolution over the years and also outlining 
what lies ahead. 

Some of the Summit’s 88 distinguished speakers to 
date shared their experiences of being part of its 
growth. 

These include Prof Ada Yonath, winner of the 2009 
Nobel Prize in Chemistry who has attended every 
edition, and regular speakers such as Prof Aaron 
Ciechanover and Sir Anthony Leggett, winners of the 
Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 2004 and Nobel Prize in 
Physics in 2003, respectively.

Call it a special meeting of the minds. In January 
this year, young researchers and top scientists from 
around the world gathered online for the Global Young 
Scientists Summit (GYSS) 2022, and became part of 
history: the Summit’s 10th anniversary of bringing 
together aspiring researchers and luminaries across 
the fields of science, technology and engineering.

Over the past decade, nearly 4,000 scientists and 
researchers from over 40 countries have attended 
the Summit. Many bright-eyed participants who were 
at the start of their careers have become trailblazers 
in their fields, doing their part to create a better 
future for the world.

Mr Heng Swee Keat, Deputy Prime Minister and 
Coordinating Minister for Economic Policies, who 
kicked off the GYSS 2022 with an opening address, 
said that the event is more important than ever. 

He noted: “As the world around us becomes more 
interconnected, interdependent and uncertain, the 
solutions to our challenges will also increasingly be 
more interdisciplinary, inter-institutional and cross-
border.”

The GYSS 2022 was launched by DPM Heng Swee Keat, who also delivered an 
opening address.

The GYSS 2022 commenced with a Panel Discussion, “Has Scientific Research 
Fundamentally Changed?”. Nobel Laureates Dr Venki Ramakrishnan, Prof Aaron 
Ciechanover, and Prof Stefan Hell, was joined by NUS Asst Prof Yvonne Gao and 

moderator Sir Peter Gluckman.

From planets around stars not our own, to looking for life not from Earth, Prof 
Didier Queloz’s research sounds like fodder for science fiction. Yet his research 
was so impactful that he received a Nobel Prize in Physics in 2019, for the 

discovery of planets outside our solar system.

DPM Heng Swee Keat presenting the GYSS commemorative publication to 
Dr Tony Tan, former President of Singapore and patron of the GYSS.
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of the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 2005 
for discovering the Helicobacter pylori bacterium 
and its role in gastritis and peptic ulcer disease; and 
engineer Prof B. Jayant Baliga, who was awarded the 
IEEE Medal of Honour in 2014 for creating the energy-
saving and now ubiquitous ‘insulated-gated bipolar 
transistor’ (IGBT), which is reducing our global carbon 
footprint.

Some of the speakers this year are regular supporters 
of the event. One of them was Prof Ciechanover, 
who explained: “Science education is very important 
for people and countries. The GYSS is an excellent 
tool to disseminate this spirit of education, attract 
young people to science and increase the spread of 
knowledge in society.”

With the Summit held online this year due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic, the speakers delivered 20 
plenary lectures and six panel discussions that were 

broadcast live on YouTube. They also took part in 
virtual networking sessions with young researchers.

Prof Baliga, whose lecture recounted how he 
developed the IGBT, noted: “A single technology can 
have a huge impact on humanity, improve the quality 
of life and play a part in saving the environment.”

“With the GYSS, I think young people will aspire to do 
great things and make big contributions.”

The panel discussions not only spanned a wide range 
of topics but had their eye on the future. 

The lively conversations explored the possibilities 
of next-generation power grids, the ethics and 
governance of artificial intelligence (AI), start-up 
opportunities for young scientists, and how to 
prepare for the next pandemic.

Moderated by Prof Teo Yik Ying, young scientist Sumnima Singh gets a rare chance to interact directly with luminaries Prof Thomas Cech, Prof Robert Langer, and 
Prof Wang Linfa during a panel discussion on how to prepare for the next pandemic.

Youths taking charge 

To increase the opportunity for (online) interaction, 
19 young scientists stepped up to present their 
research and work to their peers too, through virtual 
presentation sessions.

Their varied and inventive projects included an 
innovation to generate electricity by harvesting 
fog, an analysis of how sleep disturbances affect 
adolescents’ psychopathology, and a method to use 
AI to identify potential cases of renal cell carcinoma.

The returning GYSS Video Challenge also sparked 
an outpouring of creativity, with the three young 
researchers with the most engaging videos winning 
awards. Mr Riccardo Rizzo from ETH Zürich secured 
the Panel’s Choice Award for his video that shed light 
on his research in 3D bio-printing. 

The two People’s Choice Awards went to Ms Rebecca 
Chakram from the University of London, for her 
video that captured her work to improve the vision 
of children with special needs; and Ms Noora Almarri 

from University College London, for her video that 
covered her research on battery-less implantable 
medical devices.

At the end of the five days, Prof Bertil Andersson, Co-
Chair of the GYSS Organising Committee and Senior 
Advisor to NRF, closed the GYSS 2022, thanking all the 
speakers who shared their insights at the Summit. 

He added: “Science is not only the cornerstone of 
great advances of the past. It is even more important 
today to solve global challenges and meet societal 
needs.”

Prof Low Teck Seng, NRF Chief Executive Officer 
and Co-Chair of the GYSS Organising Committee 
reminisced in his own closing remarks: “We started 
the Summit a decade ago with the belief that 
interactions among promising young scientists and 
illustrious scientists will provide fresh perspective 
and collaboration opportunities key to scientific 
progress.”

With this belief borne out over the past 10 years, he 
concluded: “The Global Young Scientists Summit will 
remain committed to exciting, engaging and enabling 
the next generation of scientific leaders.”

Relive the exciting GYSS 2022 sessions – livestreams, 
plenaries and panel discussions – on NRF’s YouTube.

Find out more about the GYSS here.

Young scientists Maria Utrilla and Anne Mariene presenting their research 
during the Young Scientist Presentation sessions.
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In this special, we bring to you some of the most promising and up-and-coming 
researchers and scientists within Singapore’s Research, Innovation and Enterprise 

ecosystem.

These include NRF Fellowship, A*STAR International Fellowship and National 
Science Scholarship recipients, as well as NTU’s Nanyang Assistant Professorship.

We also feature a commentary on Singapore’s R&D landscape from the lens of a 
young researcher who chairs the A*STAR’s Scholars Network. 

RISING STARS

SPECIAL



SPECIAL // NRF FELLOWSHIP

MAKING THE NEXT GENERATION
OF MATERIALS
NTU’s Assistant Professor Hortense Le Ferrand
is using 3D-printing to create advanced materials
with microstructures inspired by nature. 

New advanced materials are key to developing 
technologies that will help us to limit climate change, 
expand our water supply and improve the quality of 
life in other ways. 

Enter National Research Foundation (NRF) Fellow and 
Nanyang Technological University’s (NTU) Nanyang 
Assistant Professor Hortense Le Ferrand. 

Prof Le Ferrand is creating ceramic and ceramic-
based composite materials that are stronger, more 
heat-resistant, and have other improved and novel 
properties. 

Her research taps on 3D-printing to orient and 
assemble ceramic and other particles in specific 
ways, largely inspired by microstructures in nature, 
to produce the advanced materials. 

One of her recent innovations is a ceramic-based 
composite material that changes its shape in 
predetermined ways when touched at higher 
temperatures. 

“We’re interested in morphing materials because they 
have so many potential applications,” said Prof Le 
Ferrand, 32, who holds a joint appointment at NTU’s 
School of Materials Science and Engineering and 
School of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering. 

“If you think about an aircraft’s wings, they adjust to 
the air flow during flights to reduce fuel consumption. 
If we design materials that respond to different 
stimuli, they could do similar things for buildings – 
adapt to the environment to lower buildings’ energy 
use.”

She said that the NRF Fellowship has been vital to 
her work. It enables early career scientists to conduct 
independent research in Singapore, over a five-year 

period, by providing each Fellow with a grant to 
support projects that have a high chance of leading to 
breakthroughs. The funding can be used for salaries, 
equipment and other costs. 

She said, “We have to solve several challenges in 
creating these materials.”

“When we 3D-print materials, for example, we have 
to figure out how to get more particles in the paste 

Prof Hortense with research staff Xin Ying Chan conducting extrusion-based 3D 
printing of a ceramic composite.
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so that the material is stronger, while ensuring that it 
remains liquid enough for us to print it.”

“Thanks to the Fellowship, I could build my lab, hire 
people and purchase equipment like 3D-printers to 
tackle these problems. NRF Fellows also help and 
collaborate with one another. I co-authored a paper 
with another NRF Fellow.”

Prof Le Ferrand, whose work on materials has ranged 
from scaffolds for tissue engineering to protein self-
assembly and crack-resistant ceramic, added that the 
Fellowship’s funding could encourage recipients to 
take bigger swings with their research. 

She said, “I definitely feel more comfortable to try out 
more things,” she said. 

“I think that Singapore, and Asia in general, welcomes 
younger scientists with bold ideas. With initiatives 
like the Fellowship, we have more opportunities to 
further our research.”

About the NRF Fellowship

The Singapore NRF Fellowship provides opportunities 
for early career researchers to carry out independent 
research in Singapore, over a five-year period.

It is open to all areas of science and technology and 
outstanding young scientists and researchers of all 
nationalities are welcome to apply.

Each Fellow is provided with a research grant 
to support projects that exhibit high likelihood 
of a research breakthrough. The research grant 
can be used to cover personnel, equipment and 
consumables costs.

Interested applicants should refer to the detailed NRF 
Guidelines on NRF’s Integrated Grant Management 
System (IGMS) website.

More information on the NRF Fellowship here.

Prof Hortense holding a 3D printed composite that has morphing properties.

SPECIAL // NRF FELLOWSHIP

ADVANCING VIDEO AI
Dr Mike Shou from NUS is on a mission 

to improve artificial intelligence (AI),
with the help of his NRF Fellowship.
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The 28-year-old is building AI models to understand 
videos. These could power numerous real world 
applications, such as smart software to automatically 
monitor closed circuit television (CCTV) feeds, enable 
self-driving cars to perform better, and summarise 
lengthy news videos into short highlights. 

In ageing populations with manpower shortages, they 
could be the backbone of technologies and robots to 
care for seniors in both homes and hospitals. 

“Think augmented reality glasses that can see what 
we see, and answer the elderly’s questions,” he said. 

The NRF Fellowship offers early career scientists 
opportunities to carry out independent work in 
Singapore, over a five-year period. 

It provides each Fellow with a grant to support 
projects that are likely to lead to breakthroughs. The 
funding can be used for salaries, equipment and 
other costs. 

Dr Shou, who is an Assistant Professor in the National 
University of Singapore’s Department of Electrical 
and Computer Engineering, is teaching machines to 
process and understand the world via videos’ visual 
signals, audio and language. 

“When there’s a group of people talking, for example, 
having both audio and visual is useful to identify 
people when they are speaking,” he shared. 

“Driving is another situation that consists of many 
audio and visual signals. What we are pursuing right 
now is how to empower AI to make sense of all of 
these modalities together,” he shared. 

Part of the work involves training AI to recognise 
complicated actions by breaking them down into 
their component steps, such as how the act of making 
pizza consists of multiple simple steps. 

“In the future, robots could assist the elderly in 
preparing meals,” he predicted. 

The training includes mining millions of data points 
from the Internet, particularly from long videos. 

“The alignment between the videos’ modalities 
provides us with free supervision for training AI 
models,” he explained. “On YouTube, say, the videos 
often have video transcripts that describe what is 
happening in them.”

“We can easily get tonnes of free data online to train 
very large-scale video models.”

Dr Shou said that his fascination with video’s 
possibilities started from young. “Video is such a 
beautiful thing. We use video to share stories with 
loved ones, learn through tutorial videos and interact 
with the world remotely via video call.”

“I wondered how we can make even better use of 
video to improve life, and realised AI, specifically 
video intelligence, is the key,” he added.

He credited the NRF Fellowship for advancing his 
work: “With its substantial support, I could hire 
students and research fellows. It gave me a great 
foundation to kickstart my research straightaway.”

Find out more about the NRF Fellowship here.

Dr Mike Shou is building AI models to better understand videos that could 
enhance various everyday applications such as preparing food and summarising 

news videos into bite-size clips.

Soon preparing food could be easily prepared by robots powered by advanced 
AI models.

The AI model would need to be trained through mining millions of data points 
from the Internet, especially long videos.

In the future, robots could 
assist the elderly in preparing 

meals. 

NUS Asst Prof Mike Shou

“
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SPECIAL // NANYANG ASSISTANT PROFESSORSHIP

UNLOCKING THE SECRETS OF
LIPID TRANSPORT
NTU’s Assistant Professor Yasunori Saheki is 
investigating the transport of lipids, 
which are fatty molecules,
to develop new treatments for 
neurological disorders.

For Assistant Professor Yasunori Saheki, a career in 
science was on the cards since childhood. During 
summer holidays, he and his sister created their own 
mini research projects, including timing how long it 
takes for stale eggs to float on salty water, and using 
their grandfather’s telescopes to track the movement 
of sunspots.

Their parents took them to science museums, where 
he learned about chemistry, physics and other fields, 
and he also became fascinated by the movement 
and bodies of insects, frogs and other small animals 
in the rice paddies near his home in Japan’s suburbs. 

Now, Prof Saheki, 40, is a Nanyang Assistant Professor 
in Nanyang Technological University’s (NTU) Lee Kong 

Chian School of Medicine, studying the transport of 
lipids – fatty molecules such as cholesterol – in cells 
to develop treatments for neurological disorders. 

Mutations in lipid transfer proteins are linked to 
Parkinson’s disease and many other neurological 
disorders.

“I am particularly interested in how lipids inside cells 
are transported from one cellular compartment to 
another to maintain distinct lipid compositions of 
cellular membranes, as defects in this process are 
associated with various neurological disorders,” he 
said. 

His team has found that a group of proteins called 
GRAMD1/Aster senses and transports cholesterol to 
maintain cholesterol levels in cells, which is crucial 
for normal brain function. 

“We also discovered that a mutation in the GRAM 
domain of the GRAMD1 protein, which has been 
associated with intellectual disability in people, 
specifically impairs cholesterol sensing and disrupts 
cholesterol homeostasis.”

“Our study reveals the molecular basis of cellular 
cholesterol sensing and transport, paving the way 
toward combating the dysregulation of cholesterol 
linked to so many human disorders.”

In other recent research, he and his team showed 
that two proteins, called PDZD8 and TEX2, regulate 
lipid transport to prevent the build-up of lipids in 
cells by working together with two other proteins, 
synaptojanin and OCRL1. 

Without these four proteins, an important lipid called 
PI(4,5)P2 accumulates in cells, leading to abnormal 
cell function and premature cell death. 

Asst Prof Yasunori Saheki is exploring cellular cholesterol sensing and transport, 
which could one day open new doors to combat dysregulation of cholesterol, 

which is linked to many human disorders such as Parkinson’s disease.
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Being internationally recognized for the impact of 
his research at NTU, Prof Saheki was selected as a 
European Molecular Biology Organisation (EMBO) 
Global Investigator in 2020. 

Prof Saheki has also forged industry connections. 
Last year, he won artificial intelligence drug discovery 

company Atomwise’s Artificial Intelligence Molecular 
Screen Award, which provides promising scientists 
with resources to advance their drug discovery work. 

“Through our collaboration, we aim to identify a small 
molecule that modulates the activity of lipid transfer 
proteins, to counteract brain disorders,” he said. 

He credited the Nanyang Assistant Professorship 
(NAP), which offers a start-up research grant up to 
S$1 million and other support, for his breakthroughs. 
“NAP allowed me to kickstart my independent 
research projects without being worried about 
funding.”

“With the generous start-up grant, we can focus on 
innovative and high-risk research projects without 
the need to secure external funding for the first 
few years. Ultimately, this has enabled us to publish 
impactful research papers and obtain preliminary 
results for applying to various external grants to 
continue our research.”

“Beyond funding, it has led to ample networking 
opportunities within NTU and beyond. NAP is well-
recognised, so we often get invited to talks and to 
present our research progress. It has been a privilege 
to be part of the NAP.”

About NTU’s Nanyang Assistant Professorship

The NAP provides outstanding young researchers and 
exceptional scholars with attractive remuneration 
package, a start-up research grant of up to S$ 1 
million, and many more benefits.

Find out more about NTU’s Nanyang Assistant 
Professorship here.

Besides research, Prof Saheki is also forging industry connections to ensure 
research remains grounded, relevant, and translational.

SPECIAL // A*STAR INTERNATIONAL FELLOWSHIP

PREVENTING SUPER BUGS
A*STAR’s Dr Siti Nurhanna Riduan, who trained 
overseas on an A*STAR International Fellowship, 

explains how the materials she has invented
kill bacteria without the risk of encouraging 

drug resistance.
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With drug-resistant bacteria linked to almost five 
million deaths in 2019, according to a recent global 
study, the Agency for Science, Technology and 
Research’s (A*STAR) Dr Siti is developing materials 
that kill microbes, including bacteria and viruses, 
in non-chemical ways so that they do not lead to 
superbugs.

Dr Siti, 39, a Senior Research Scientist at A*STAR’s 
Institute of Bioengineering and Bioimaging 
specialising in green chemistry and antimicrobial 
materials, said that the materials are rough on a 
nano or micron scale. 

“Think of the bacterial cell as a balloon,” she said. 
“Our materials have surfaces with many tiny needles 
on them. When the cell touches them, it bursts.”

“When people touch them, though, they don’t feel 
rough. We did biocompatibility and animal studies 
for the materials, and these did not show any 
detrimental effects.”

During her research, she also found that the materials 
were killing bacteria that did not come into contact 
with them. 

She said: “My team investigated and discovered that 
the materials were releasing reactive oxygen species. 
These are ubiquitous in nature and found even in the 
human body, but too much of them kills microbial 
cells.”

“After we understood the materials’ characteristics 
and what kind of reactive oxygen species were being 
released, we were able to finetune the characteristics 
to release what species we wanted, when we wanted.”

Her team has licensed their work to an A*STAR 
spinoff firm, which is currently considering industry 
partners to push the technology beyond the bench. 
This includes incorporating the materials into paints, 
plastics, fibres and other everyday materials. 

Dr Siti said that she has been interested in chemistry 
since she was a child. “I borrowed books for do-it-
yourself chemistry experiments and did small ones in 
the kitchen. I wasted a lot of salt lowering the melting 
point of ice, and nearly spoiled my mother’s iron by 
ironing a piece of paper that I had used lemon juice 
to write an invisible message on.” 

A two-year postdoctoral stint at the California 
Institute of Technology (Caltech) from 2014 to 2016, 
funded by an A*STAR International Fellowship, was 
formative. 

The Fellowship provides support for up to two 
years of overseas postdoctoral research training. 
Recipients return to Singapore afterward and work in 
A*STAR research institutes for three years.

She recalled: “I was working with a group studying 
the principles of small molecule activation. The 
experience exposed me to the rigours of academia 
and research.”

“I also made many friends and keep in contact with 
them and my supervisor there. They are part of my 
support network, and I can ask for advice when I 
need it. The Fellowship was a great opportunity.”

A*STAR’s Dr Siti Nurhana Riduan is developing materials that kill harmful 
microbes such as bacteria and viruses, in ways that do not lead to superbugs.

Taking research beyond the lab, Dr Siti has licensed her team’s work to an 
A*STAR spinoff firm.

She is paying the guidance that she has received 
forward, by mentoring young scientists. 

She said with a laugh: “This has helped me too, when 
my interns ask me questions and keep me on my 
toes. The pursuit of knowledge is what keeps all of us 
researchers going.”

About the A*STAR International Fellowship

The A*STAR International Fellowship (AIF) is a 
scholarship that will fund post-doctoral training 
at leading research institutions or universities 
overseas, providing candidates with opportunities to 
expand their research experience and deepen their 
knowledge in their chosen field.

Upon completing their post-doctorate training, 
candidates will embark on an exciting career at one 
of the A*STAR research institutes of their choice.

Find out more here.
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SPECIAL // A*STAR NATIONAL SCIENCE SCHOLARSHIP

UNDERSTANDING OBESITY 
AND OVEREATING
A cluster of neurons in the brain may be driving
excessive eating, says A*STAR’s Dr Sarah Luo,
who won a Young Scientist Award 
for her research.

Why are some people prone to overeating, 
including those who are suffering from certain 
neurodegenerative diseases like Huntington’s 
disease? Dr Sarah Luo’s research on a group of 
neurons at the base of the brain, called the tuberal 
nucleus, may shed light on that. 

When Dr Luo, a Principal Investigator in the Agency 
for Science, Technology and Research’s (A*STAR) 
Institute of Molecular and Cell Biology, and her team 
activated the tuberal nucleus in mice, they started to 
eat, and eat more than usual, even though they were 
not hungry.

She also discovered another peculiar effect. The mice 
were put in chambers for the feeding experiments. 
“After we activated the tuberal nucleus repeatedly, 
just putting the mice in the chambers somehow 
triggered them to eat, even when we hadn’t activated 
the neurons.”

One of her colleagues subsequently found a link 
between the brain’s memory centre and the nucleus. 
This means that the mice may have associated the 
chamber with eating after repeated activation of the 

nucleus, spurring them to eat more just by being in 
the chamber.

Dr Luo noted that her findings could change how 
we view diabetes and obesity. “Many times, when 
people are overweight or diabetic, others think 
they don’t have enough willpower to control their 
appetite. Our work suggests that, sometimes, could 
be environment triggers interacting with changes in 
the brain that leads people to eat more,” said the 
35-year-old.

Her work is part of A*STAR’s Brain-Body Initiative, 
using multiomics approaches and advanced imaging 
to identify critical neural circuits, as well as uncovering 
their contributions to metabolic regulation and 
feeding behaviour.

Dr Luo won a Young Scientist Award at the 2021 
President’s Science and Technology Awards for her 
research. “I am grateful for the validation. I think it 
also highlights that metabolic disorders, obesity and 
diabetes are pressing health and societal issues that 
need to be solved.”

Her current research aims to identify peripheral 
neural circuits – neurons located in the body outside 
of the brain – that send appetite-related signals to 
the brain. She explained that these would be easier 
to target than neurons in the brain, to treat harmful 
eating behaviours.

She is also investigating the tuberal nucleus’s link to 
eating abnormalities and metabolic conditions that 
often accompany some neurogenerative diseases. 
“People with Huntington’s disease, for example, 
tend to consume a lot more food. You also often 
see Parkinson’s disease patients who are obese, and 
obesity may increase the prevalence of Parkinson’s 
disease.” 

Dr Sarah Luo and her team from A*STAR made a discovery that could one day 
change how we view diabetes and obesity.
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Dr Luo said that Singapore’s strong support for 
scientists has been crucial to her career. Her 
undergraduate and PhD studies in the United States 
were supported by an A*STAR National Science 
Scholarship, and she set up her own laboratory last 
year with the help of a National Research Foundation 
Fellowship.

Mentors and colleagues have given her valuable 
advice, and she has given back by training and 
mentoring others. 

She said: “All scientists know that it is impossible to 
go through this journey by yourself. In Singapore’s 

research ecosystem, there are so many opportunities 
for young scientists.”

About the A*STAR National Science Scholarship

The A*STAR National Science Scholarship (PhD) is 
awarded to outstanding individuals who wish to 
pursue a rewarding career in research. Successful 
applicants will be fully-funded for their academic 
pursuits, which will commence after they have 
completed one year of paid research attachment at 
an A*STAR Research Institute.

Find out more here.

Dr Luo and her team are investigating the tuberal nucleus’s link to eating abnormalities and metabolic conditions that often accompany some neurogenerative diseases.

SPECIAL // COMMENTARY

THE FUTURE OF SINGAPORE’S 
R&D LANDSCAPE THROUGH THE 

LENS OF A YOUNG SCIENTIST
Mr Duan Jiafei, Chairperson (Studying Scholars’ 

Committee) of the A*STAR Scholars Network and 
Research Engineer at the Institute of Infocomm Research, 

shares his view on how Singapore’s long-standing 
strategies of investing in scientific talent and maintaining 

a robust and vibrant research ecosystem have 
contributed to the nation’s global 
competitive advantage in science,

technology, and innovation.
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Despite being an island state with a small domestic 
market and a lack of natural resources, Singapore 
has one of the world’s most competitive and stable 
economies, with zero foreign debt and a surplus of 
foreign reserves.

Various factors such as a stable market, robust IP 
protection, and the development of professional 
talent, have made Singapore a favourable destination 
for foreign investment. 

In particular, Singapore’s investment in STEM talent 
and the fostering of a vibrant research ecosystem 
has helped it to harness science and technology for 
building capabilities in new areas and developing 
new competitive advantages. This innovation drive 
is important for Singapore to address national 
challenges, and pivot in this rapidly evolving world. 

One of the primary drivers of Singapore’s R&D 
talent is our five-year Research, Innovation and 
Enterprise (RIE) plans, which reflects the scientific 
needs of Singapore to maintain our economy’s 
competitiveness. 

I deeply admire how the RIE plan was formulated 
with great foresight by the Research, Innovation and 
Enterprise Council (RIEC). 

The RIE plan is particularly significant to young 
scholars and scientists like myself, as it provides a 
beacon of light to help us align our research interests 
to the nation’s needs. 

Science, tech, and innovation are integral in 
securing Singapore’s future

Like other countries, Singapore’s challenges—such 
as an ageing population or sustainability—need 
solutions that involve multi- and interdisciplinary 
research and collaboration. Here is what I think are 
the emerging fields of science that may have wide-
ranging benefits to Singapore.

Food science and engineering: Singapore imports 
more than 90 per cent of its food today and is 
vulnerable to global trends that impact food supply 
and safety, such as climate change and growing 
complexity of food systems.

To ensure a steady, secure supply of safe food, 
Singapore has diversified its import sources and 
invested heavily into developing a robust food 
science and technology ecosystem. 

The Singapore Food Story R&D Programme was 
jointly developed by A*STAR and the Singapore Food 
Agency (SFA) to grow a forward-looking agri-tech and 
food ecosystem, with one key research theme being 
“Future Foods: Advanced Biotech-based Protein 
Production”. 

This looks at supplementing Singapore’s protein needs 
through R&D into future foods, such as alternative 
proteins. The next stage in strengthening Singapore’s 

food supply resilience would be the development of 
future foods that meet the nutritional needs of Asian 
consumers in a healthy and sustainable manner. 

Embodied AI: Singapore is presently facing an ageing 
population. If this trend continues, we will be left with 
a diminishing workforce and a shortage of individuals 
to care for the elderly. Robotics and automation will 
be critical to help bridge gaps in eldercare. 

However, despite recent advances in robotics and 
automation, one of the areas receiving little attention 
is developing the technical capabilities to ensure the 
safety of human-robot collaboration. 

Embodied AI is a paradigm shift from the current 
state of AI, which relies heavily on curated datasets 
for learning. 

Embodied AI agents learn through interactions with 
their environments from an egocentric perception, 
similar to the way humans learn and interact in a 
social context. 

Research in embodied AI will lead to the development 
of AI systems that can work seamlessly with humans 
in a collaborative manner. 

Synthetic biology for a bio-based economy: With 
human capital as its only natural resource, Singapore 
needs to invest in research in renewable biological 
resources and sustainable production and processing 
systems. 

Synthetic biology, an important aspect of a bio-based 
economy, is a process of editing and redesigning 
organisms for useful purposes, by engineering them 
to have new abilities.

Being able to harness its benefits will help us to 
streamline current processes, which are more 
expensive and inefficient. NRF’s Synthetic Biology 
R&D Programme provides Singapore with a good 
first step into this foray. 

Fusion power: Fusion energy is recognised as an 
advantageous energy source.It is reliable, low carbon, 
produces no high-level radioactive waste and has 
no risk of catastrophic failure, making it suitable for 
deployment near urban centres.

The fuel for fusion can be extracted directly from 
seawater, eliminating the need for long supply lines 
and enabling self-sufficiency. 

Young research engineer Duan Jiafei shares his insight on Singapore’s R&D 
landscape.

It has been encouraging to 
see the diversity of career 

development pathways in STEM 
today that allow young scientific talents 

to grow their competencies in areas other 
areas, yet still be rooted in the national 

Science and Technology ecosystem. 

Duan Jiafei

“
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There have been significant strides made in fusion 
recently, and various new experiments are coming 
online soon. In some respects, the science of fusion 
is well-established.

Exploring alternative sources of energy such as fusion 
energy is the first step in diversifying Singapore’s 
options, and strengthening our energy resilience in a 
sustainable manner.

Building a vibrant scientific community 

For Singapore to remain competitive and strategically 
harness such emerging fields in science, I believe 
we should continue with our strategy of making 
Singapore a global nexus for scientific talent. 

Today’s research landscape is diverse and spans 
academia, public research, and industry.

It has been encouraging to see the diversity of career 
development pathways in STEM today that allow 
young scientific talents to grow their competencies in 

Today my research focus is embodied AI, and I aspire 
to develop humanoid social robots that would be 
critical in tackling the challenges that Singapore’s 
ageing population presented.

The RIE ecosystem has provided young scholars and 
scientists like me with a vibrant research environment 
for global collaboration and research funding, leading 
to new discoveries and opportunities. 

This excites me as I look forward to my own research 
career after I return from my graduate studies 
abroad. 

I am certain that with the support of the RIE ecosystem, 
returning scientific talents can greatly contribute to 
the development of Singapore’s R&D and continue to 
cement the nation’s position as an innovation-driven 
knowledge-based economy.

for professional development and networking.
 
Inspiration behind the aspirations

I was inspired to pursue science because ever since 
I was young, I was always fascinated by the inner 
workings of things, from machinery, to how we think. 

This passion for uncovering the inner mysteries of 
science propelled my research interest in artificial 
intelligence that drew inspiration from cognitive 
science. 

I have had the opportunity to pursue my research 
interest through the A*STAR Graduate Academy—
the scholarship, as well as the ecosystem’s support, 
enabled me to establish connections and collaborate 
with some of the world’s leading experts in my field of 
study. It also exposed me to an environment where 
I can devote my time to conducting high-quality 
research.

The A*STAR Scholars’ Network was launched in 2006 as a professional network 
for its scholars. Headed by the scholars themselves, the Network organises 

activities to bring the A*STAR scholar community closer together.

areas other areas, yet still be rooted in the national 
Science and Technology ecosystem. 

These efforts have enabled the growth of generations 
of scientific talents and contributed to Singapore’s 
position as a global leader in science and technology. 

Opportunities like A*STAR’s scholarships also allow 
young talent to pursue their passion in science and 
learn from top universities and labs locally and 
internationally. 

Our public research labs and institutes of higher 
learning have strong academic collaborations all over 
the world and close links to industry, allowing STEM 
undergraduates to learn from top minds as well as to 
understand the importance of applied research.  

At the national level, grants and resources provided 
to young scientists help them establish their research 
labs and support their career development, which 
contributes to the diversity and vibrancy of the RIE 
ecosystem in Singapore. 

Beyond scholarship and fellowship opportunities, 
building networks and communities helps to create 
an open environment for exchanging ideas and 
knowledge.

For example, the A*STAR Scholars Network was 
established 10 years ago in 2012, as a platform to 
provide peer-to-peer support and help to foster 
relationships for interdisciplinary collaboration 
between scholars. 

This community of support lasts beyond the duration 
of the scholarship and continues into their research 
careers. Other professional societies for early career 
researchers across A*STAR, the universities and 
academic medical community provide opportunities 
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FEATURE

UNRAVELING THE MISINTERPRETED 
PROTEIN IN LIVER DISEASE
Duke-NUS Assistant Professor Anissa Widjaja’s research 
redefined the role of IL11 in liver diseases,
and now hopes to improve patient care
through inhibition of this gene. 

A protein – interleukin-11 (IL11) – that the scientific 
community had long believed to be the “good guy” 
that protect livers and other organs, actually has the 
opposite function.

This discovery by Duke-NUS Medical School’s 
Assistant Professor Anissa Widjaja and her team is 
now helping them to develop a novel therapeutic 
approach to treat diseases.

Over the past seven years, Asst Prof Widjaja focused 
her research on unraveling the involvement of IL11 
in several fibro-inflammatory conditions. She looked 
at the potential of targeting IL11 as an effective 

treatment for these conditions, particularly a severe 
liver disease called non-alcoholic steatohepatitis 
(NASH).

In previously published literature, it was suggested 
that IL11 was a protective cytokine: anti-fibrotic, anti-
inflammatory, and pro-regenerative, but her team 
were not convinced by the data as many researchers 
had exclusively used human IL11 in mouse disease 
models.

They then used species matched human IL11 on 
human fibroblasts and mouse IL11 on mouse 
fibroblasts, and discovered that IL11 is a pro-fibrotic 
protein, making it damaging to the organ instead.

“By largely misinterpreting results derived from the 
use of human IL11 in mice, the scientific community 
had missed the crucial role of IL11 for more than two 
decades,” said Asst Prof Widjaja.

With this discovery, Asst Prof Widjaja led a recent 
breakthrough study on a novel antibody-based 
therapeutic drug that could block the IL11 pathway. 

This could effectively reverse all the three major clinical 
phenotypes observed in NASH patients, including 
inflammation, scarring, and fat accumulation, while 
lowering blood glucose and cholesterol levels.

This drug is currently developed for use in clinical 
studies by Boehringer Ingelheim.

Her team’s discovery on IL11 also prompted them to 
investigate whether the same observation held true 
in other organs, most notably in the liver. 

They are now investigating whether anti-IL11 
therapies can treat and reverse kidney failure by 
enabling kidney regeneration.

Asst Prof Anissa Widjaja focuses her research on the involvement of IL11 in several 
fibro-inflammatory conditions and targeting IL11 as an effective treatment.
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Embarking on a career in science

Being very curious about the world since young, 
Asst Prof Widjaja shared that she had always been 
fascinated with biomedical professions.

“I paid extra attention in biology classes and spent my 
free time watching medical TV series and scientific 
documentaries. That led me to apply to the School 
of Biological Science at Nanyang Technological 
University (NTU), where I did both my undergraduate 
and doctoral studies.”

She found her PhD research on the interactions 
between proteins and how they are regulated 
scientifically intriguing, but she struggled to see its 
real-world impact. 

She was then determined to find a job where she 
could conduct research with clear translational 
applications and has the potential to make an impact 
in people’s life. 

After landing a postdoctoral position at Duke-NUS in 
2013, under the mentorship of Professor Stuart Cook 
who is a world-leading expert in the IL11 field, Asst 
Prof Widjaja said she “genuinely experienced what 
it means to make scientific discoveries that have 
the potential to be further transformed into new 
treatments”.

“For that reason, I don’t take my job and my work for 
granted. I wake up each morning feeling thankful that 
I get to do what I do - something that I truly believe is 
important and could potentially transform medicine 
and improve people’s life someday.”

Asst Prof Widjaja (right) and her research team discovered that IL11 is a pro-fibrotic protein, contrary to previous scientific literature. 

FEATURE

ACCELERATING COVID-19 VACCINES 
FROM LAB TO CLINIC

Principal Research Scientist Dr Eugenia Ong has been 
training to fight against infectious diseases, 

and when COVID-19 hit, she was prepared to dive 
into developing new vaccines and drugs 

to overcome the pandemic.
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As a scientist trained in infectious disease research, Dr 
Eugenia Ong’s immediate thoughts when COVID-19 
first hit were: “This was what I was trained to do, so 
let’s get to work”.

Currently the Principal Research Scientist of the 
Emerging Infectious Diseases programme at 
Duke-NUS Medical School and the Viral Research 
and Experimental Medicine Centre @ SingHealth-
Duke-NUS (ViREMiCS), Dr Eugenia Ong leads the 
development of molecular tests to shorten the 
timeline for evaluating new vaccines and drugs 
against infectious diseases from bench-to-bedside.

Dr Ong’s work with viruses began during her 
undergraduate studies at Nanyang Technological 
University. 

She majored in Biological Sciences, which introduced 
her to the hidden world of viruses and the havoc that 
they can cause to human health and society.

She then had the opportunity to conduct her final 
year project and thesis research in the laboratory of 
Professor Ooi Eng Eong, from the Emerging Infectious 
Diseases programme at Duke-NUS Medical School. 
Prof Ooi is the co-developer of the locally developed 
Covid-19 vaccine candidate – Lunar-Cov19, and 
remains as a key mentor to Dr Ong today.

When Covid-19 cases were first detected in Singapore, 
Dr Ong and her team were able to quickly contribute 
to the nascent body of knowledge on COVID-19 
regarding the host response to SARS-CoV-2 infection, 
particularly in patients with varying disease severity.

She said, “Being trained in infectious disease research, 
it was particularly gratifying that I could immediately 
apply the training I had received to contribute to 
the development of new vaccines and drugs for 
COVID-19, some of which I hope will eventually be 
licenced for use and directly benefit Singaporeans as 
we continue to ride out the pandemic.”

Shortening the timeline for vaccine development

Other than being knee-deep in testing COVID-19 
vaccines now, another part of her work at ViREMiCS 
is to drive assay development and validation efforts 
for various molecular methods. These methods 
are then used to measure the immune response to 
vaccination or therapeutic intervention.

Other than COVID-19, these assays she helped 
developed have also been used in clinical trials for 
vaccines and therapeutics against other acute viral 
diseases such as dengue, Zika and yellow fever.

With the current pandemic raising important 
questions on how to prepare for the next Disease X, 
Dr Ong believes that it is key to further truncate the 
timeline for licencing safe and effective vaccines and 
therapeutics to months or even weeks.

As such, she constantly keeps a lookout for new 
technologies that can be applied to measure 
molecules, immune cells and viruses to evaluate the 
host responses following vaccination or therapeutic 
intervention.

In the longer future, she also hopes to contribute to 
a molecular science approach that can accelerate 
the development of new vaccines and therapeutics, 
enabling a more streamlined and rapid response for 
future outbreaks.

Dr Eugenia Ong leads the development of molecular tests to shorten the timeline 
for evaluating new vaccines and drugs against infectious diseases at ViREMiCS.

Dr Ong helped developed assays used in clinical trials for vaccines and 
therapeutics against COVID-19, dengue and other acute viral diseases.

Getting to where she is today is not without its own 
set of challenges.

Dr Ong shared that she had been in many situations 
where she invested a lot of time and energy, but did 
not receive the expected outcome. This could happen 
with experiments, manuscripts, grant proposals and 
more.

Sharing her advice with other young scientists, she 
said, “While it can be daunting, it helps to have a ‘thick 
skin’ and to be able to resiliently bounce back from 
failure.”

“It also helps if you are working on something you 
feel passionately about.”

While it can be daunting, it helps 
to have a ‘thick skin’ and to be 
able to resiliently bounce back 

from failure. 

Dr Eugenia Ong
Principal Research Scientist of the Emerging Infectious 

Diseases programme at Duke-NUS Medical School

“
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A VIEW ON SCIENCE
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SCELSE research associate Choo Pei Yi 
captures the beautiful chains of Enterococcus 
faecalis (E. faecalis) using different coloured 
cell wall dye.  E. faecalis is a common species of 
bacteria that live in your gastrointestinal tract. 
They are able to survive in high heat, salt, and 

acidic environments.

This image was captured using a super 
resolution technique known as structured 
illumination microscopy at the NTU Optical 
Bio-imaging Centre. Dubbed ‘The Coccoid 
Entanglement’, it was sent to a scientific 
imaging competition where it clinched third 

prize for its visual clarity and presentation. 

With the advancement in bio-imaging, such 
high-resolution images are now possible, 
enhancing science communications to reach a 

broader and more diverse audience.

THE ART BEHIND
SCIENTIFIC IMAGING


